
drought

• A drought is a long period of time during which no rain falls. 

• Drought and famines have killed up to two million people here.



wildfires

• A wildfire is a fire that starts, usually by itself, in a wild area such as a 
forest, and spreads rapidly, causing great damage. 

• ...a wildfire in Montana that's already burned thousands of acres of 
rich grassland.



parliament

• The parliament of some countries, for example Britain, is the group of 
people who make or change its laws, and decide what policies the 
country should follow. 

• Parliament today approved the policy, but it has not yet become law. 



heatwave

• A heatwave is a period of time during which the weather is much 
hotter than usual. 



Paris Climate Agreement

• A landmark agreement to combat climate change and to accelerate 
and intensify the actions and investments needed for a sustainable 
low carbon future. The agreement was signed by 174 countries and 
the European Union in 2015.



politicians

• A politician is a person whose job is in politics, especially a member of 
parliament or congress. 

• They have arrested a number of leading opposition politicians.



Asperger syndrome

• a form of autism in which the person affected has limited but 
obsessive interests, and has difficulty relating to other people.



vegan

• Someone who is vegan never eats meat or any animal products such 
as milk, butter, or cheese. 

• The menu changes weekly and usually includes a vegan option.



Extinction Rebellion

• a global environmental movement started in 2018 with the stated aim 
of using nonviolent civil disobedience to compel government action 
to avoid tipping points in the climate system, biodiversity loss, and 
the risk of social and ecological collapse.



Noble Peace Prize

• A Nobel Prize is one of a set of prizes that are awarded each year to 
people who have done important work in science, literature, or 
economics, or for world peace. 

• ...the Nobel Prize for literature.


